
(Gunfire and helicopter sound effects playing in black background) 

Narrator (V.O) 

They say war changes a person’s view on life forever.  Be it a good change or a bad change, they all 

know that this change will be with them for the rest of their life.  And on this day, that change came 

when one soldier least expected it. 

(Fade into night sky with EWS of helicopter flying towards camera, and then flying away from 

camera)(Camera pans down to VWS of four soldiers running towards beige rundown building)(Sound 

effects continue playing throughout) 

(WS of Douglass, Wes, and two green hats leaning against the building) 

Douglass 

Alright, here’s the plan:  we blow the door off, storm the room, kill any motherfuckers we come across, 

rescue the VIP, and escort his ass out of here.  It’s that simple.  *Douglass turns head to look at Carver* 

Carver, set up the charges. 

(Cut-in on Wes’ hands setting up the C-4 explosive)(MS of Wes returning to position with Douglass still in 

position) 

Douglass 

Carver, do it… 

(MS of Wes setting off the charge, and Wes entering the room first, then Douglass points his gun and 

fires, loud screams emitting from VIP)(MS of Douglass turning on the lights) (OSS of Douglass seeing Wes 

standing next to VIP’s dead body)(MCU of dead VIP’s blood spreading on the floor)(CU of Douglass in 

distraught) 

Douglass 

My God, Wes, what the fuck?! 

(OSS of Wes seeing Douglass leaving, and then OSS of Wes looking down at VIP’s corpse with blood 

oozing out) 

(MS of Douglass radioing HQ outside) 

Douglass 

HQ, this is Colonel Douglass.  Mission failed.  VIP was executed.  Lieutenant Carver held responsible. 

HQ (Radio voice) 

You’ve got to be shitting me!  I want you to exile Lieutenant Carver on the spot. 



Douglass 

Yes, sir.  I understand. 

(OSS of Douglass seeing Wes exiting the building of where the VIP was in)(MS of Douglass yelling at Wes) 

Douglass 

CARVER!  What the HELL is your major malfunction?!  Do you have any idea what you’ve done?!  You 

killed the VIP!  You are hereby exiled from the New Republic’s Army.  I don’t want to see your face ever 

again. 

(CU of Wes’ face looking gloomy)(Wes turns around, cut to WS of Wes walking away, then OSS of 

soldiers looking at Douglass) 

Douglass 

This is what happens when you don’t follow proper procedures.  Let this be a lesson to you guys. 

Soldiers 

Yes, sir. 

(Camera pans up into night sky; fade to black) 

Narrator (V.O) 

On that day, one soldier’s life changed for the worse.  Now scarred for life over a crime he didn’t 

commit, he sees himself as public enemy number one. 


